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8-Bit
What is 'storyliving' and why Is the car the next big
marketing frontier?
do you need it?

8 BITS OF THE LATEST FROM

Why brands need to stop
trying to be 'young' and
'internet'

What is micro-retailing and
why is it a growing trend?

By creating a compelling narrative and

It has been said that data is the lifeblood

Is video a part of your marketing mix?

Some of the biggest retail brands in the

conveying it across multiple channels,

of digital advertising and if that's true,

Looking for tools to help you get more

world are downsizing. Ikea – known for its

brands are able to bring to life a sense of

there could soon be a lot of life in the

mileage out of each video you create?

large and expansive physical stores – is the

purpose, and draw in consumers on a

market for marketing to consumers

You may have heard about the concept of

latest name to announce an investment in

deeper level. But is traditional

through their vehicles. As the Wall Street

“content shock,” which asserts that the

small outlets. It follows on from the likes

storytelling still as eﬀective as it used to

Journal explained, “With millions of cars

amount of content being produced at any

of B&Q and Target, which have also

be? As more brands look to target

rolling oﬀ dealer lots with built-in

given time far exceeds the audience’s ability

experimented with small, super-targeted

Generation Z – a demographic that

connectivity, auto companies are gaining

to consume it. While it’s important to

micro-stores.

seems to care more about social good

access to unprecedented amounts of real- produce high-quality content, the reality is

So, why are retailers doing this, and what

than heritage or status – ‘talking the

time data that allow them to track

that 95% of your content won’t be consumed

are the benefits? Here’s more on micro-

talk’ might no longer be enough.

everything from where a car is located to

by a wide audience, no matter how hard

retailing and why it’s a growing trend for

how hard it is braking...

you’ve worked on it.

today’s omnichannel retailers.
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We must improve relations
between marketers &
creatives, technology is one
way

Science of sound: How
music makes advertising
more memorable

Influencers shun existing
brands to launch their own

Facebook rolls out mobilefirst video creation tools
for advertisers

Sometimes, as I’m prepping to hash out

Some of the biggest advertisements in

Have we reached peak influencer

Facebook has rolled out a set of tools

our marketing plan for the coming

recent decades involve music, and not

marketing? With major brands like Unilever

to help advertisers create video ads

quarter, I find myself thinking about the

just in the form of jingles.

increasingly scrutinizing influencers over

that are optimized for mobile

fake followers, and platforms like Twitter

environments. Marketers can use the

advertising pages in the back of vintage
magazines from the 1950s.

Take John Lewis, for example, whose

getting more aggressive about removing

tools to add motion to existing images

There were ads for X-Ray specs,

Christmas adverts are just as well known

bot accounts, the answer to that question

and videos or create video ads from

Exploding Cigars, or Ray Guns, all with

for their sentimental song choice as

just might be yes. But that doesn't

assets such as logos or photographs,

corny taglines and hand- drawn graphics.

their storylines. There’s also Vodafone

necessarily mean that we have reached

the company announced in a blog post

I’m not sure if these companies amounted

which, in the early noughties, catapulted

peak influencer. That's because even as

on Wednesday. Facebook ﬁrst

to more than a closet full of inventory and

The Dandy Warhol’s ‘Bohemian Like

brands rethink their approach to

mentioned plans for the tools in July; its

a few clerks processing orders, but they

You’ into the UK’s top five (when it had

influencers, some influencers, particularly

Creative Shop team unveiled a

still managed to become iconic of a more

previously failed to chart).

those with large followings, are rethinking

framework called Create to Convert to

how they work with brands.

add lightweight motion to still images

innocent time.

earlier this month.
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